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(outdoor ambience)

Mary’s voice:

Parking S PAC E  01 0 . We hope you have 

found your way along the small creek and 

near to an overhead bridge. There is a mural 

here. Hmm, I never noticed that before. 

As you listen to Mary’s voice, you are 

invited to breathe, to move, to speak, 

to hear your own voice. Do you dare?

Feel the earth beneath you breathing as it 

is warmed by the changing season. Feel the 

earth’s breath move up through your feet 

into the throats of your two legs, up into 

your hips and pelvis, your belly and lower 

back, your chest. Feel the earth’s breath 

warm your arms. Feel it in your neck and 

throat and fill your skull. Feel the muscles 

of your body soften around with every earth 

breath. Feel the air on your skin. Let your 

lips part and feel the breath fly in cool and 

clear over those lips and the breath fly out 

warmed by the deepness of you. Notice 

where in your body you feel the breath 

move you. Place a hand on your moving, 

breathing center and imagine that that is 

where your sound lives, under your hand. 

Imagine sound lives in your belly breathing 

center, a pool of sound. Allow a bubble of 

that sound to burst up and out of you= huh. 

And another bubble- huh. And another- huh

Allow a fountain of those bubbles to 

stream up out of you- huuuuuuuuh

Imagine the fountain of your sound 

pouring up and spreading in the four 

directions of this garden space. Let your 

sound splash the space around you as if 

your sound were watering the plants.

And now gently bring your lips together 

and gather the vibrations of that sound 

onto your lips -huuuuhummmmm. Feel the 

vibrations of sound, the vibrations of you, on 

your lips. Taste them. Huuhummmmm Feel 

how they begin in the pool of your belly and 

travel up to vibrate your face, your cheeks, 

forehead, skull. Feel them gather on your 

lips and skull and pour out in a stream, up 

and out of you. Huummmmmmah. Speak 

your name feeling it begin in your belly 

pool of vibration and travel up and out 

over your lips. Do you know a poem or a 

favorite quote? Speak and feel your voice 

in your body. And see it land on the trees, 

the grass, the plants around you as if your 

words were vibratory wind blowing and 

being received by the plants around you. 

BESIDE THE CREEK,
UNDER THE BRIDGE
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